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COMMENT
APOLOGIES AND THE LEGACY OF AN
UNLAWFUL APPLICATION OF TERRA NULLIUS
IN TERRA AUSTRALIS
Stephen Pitt-Walker*
‘The conquest of the earth, which mostly means the taking it away from those who
have a different complexion or who have slightly flatter noses than ourselves, is not
a pretty thing when you look into it too much.’1

INTRODUCTION
The use of the legal fiction, terra nullius, as it was erroneously applied to Terra
Australis, Australia, as a legal doctrine, supported the British colonial power’s
right to settle that territory. Since then, many unspoken (as well as acknowledged)
acts of structural and direct violence have been perpetrated against the First
Nations population in Australia via the imposition, and later ‘reception’,2 of the
legal system and laws of England, as well as the dominant socio-political system,
that represented the British Crown.
February 13, 2020, marked the 12th anniversary of the so-called ‘National
Apology’ to First Nations citizens in Australia.3 While the apology particularly
focused on the stolen generations,4 whose lives had been devastated by past
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government policies of forcible child removal and First Nations assimilation, it
was also more broadly inclusive of other First Nations-related deprivations,
insensitivities and discriminations, as well as often genocidal policies and
actions.5 This prompts, and ought to prompt, a reconsideration of issues regarding
the treatment and predicament of Australia’s First Nations’ citizens and whether
the apology was of real, practical value to those aggrieved.

APOLOGY IN THE AGE OF POLITICAL APOLOGIES
In her article Non-Apology in the Age of Apology, Aliza Organick observes that
Australia, one of four settler states that originally opposed the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of First Nations People (the Declaration), ultimately
endorsed it approximately 18 months after its adoption.6 This was also approximately 14 months after the ‘National Apology’ was delivered. She argues that
although Australia’s apology expressed a measure of regret for past wrongs (and
although Australia thereafter endorsed the Declaration) the apology did not
embody the requisite features of a formal apology.7
Organick’s argument is compelling, and this article’s central argument aligns
with her broad proposition and utilises the elements she proposes that define
political apologies. Political apologies have become much more common since the
end of the Second World War, to the extent that the period of the past 25 years has
become known as ‘the age of apology’.8 Among other names, political apology
has been variously termed state apology, reconciliation apology and collective
apology.9 Although these all vary in precise scope, relying on Eneko Sanz
conception, Organick proposes that a political apology’s main identifying features
are that they relate to a political issue and are delivered by an appropriate political
5
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agent, such as a head of state or head of government.10 On this understanding,
Australia’s ‘National Apology’, delivered by the then Australian Prime Minister,
Kevin Rudd, fulfils these first criteria. However, further elements are required to
be met before a political apology may claim legitimacy. These are that it must
include compensation to the aggrieved party, responsiveness to specific requests of
the community and a commitment to change past hurtful behaviours.11 As
Organick states, ‘an apology that lacks these essential details…[may be] defined as
a non-apology…and deemed fundamentally flawed’.12 It is to these criteria that
this article now turns its attention.
Given that, from a pragmatic perspective, the Australian government and
population tend to perceive the ‘National Apology’ as a substantive apology, this
article examines whether (even if it is perceived as a formal apology) such apologies
of themselves provide effective redress at law, and/or, whether such apologies
create normative consequences in either the domestic or international jurisdictions.
The article advances the argument that, inter alia, without any accompanying
appropriate compensation, putative formal apologies volunteered by nation-state
governments (such as that made in Australia) for the mistreatment of their First
Nations’ citizens fail to reach the threshold of adequacy as a remedy in either
domestic or international law. On their own, apologies are inadequate to create
normative legal or other consequences. Further, it is proposed that apologies are
arguably a way for governments to avoid compensating and/or including First
Nations’ Peoples. The issues of First Nations Rights, Rights Law, Treaty, Land
Rights and First Nations inclusion in the Constitution of Australia, while
contiguous and relevantly connected, are not examined in detail in this article.
Several governments, including Australia’s, have apologised to First Nations
persons for harms inflicted by the impost of colonialism. Contrary to views that
suggest otherwise, it is proposed here that, while imperfect, the preferable method
of redress for past wrongs committed by states’ against First Nations Peoples is
that adopted in countries such as Canada and New Zealand where tangible
compensation has been paid in legal remediation of, and reparation for, the
acknowledged wrong doing. In these jurisdictions, governments recognise not
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only land rights but also provide pecuniary compensation13 for past violations of
First Nations rights.14
It is also suggested that, by parallel circumstance, the German Bundes
Government appropriately and meaningfully made substantive and effective
redress to Holocaust victims beyond mere apologies through the payment of
monetary compensation to oppressed persons or their heirs. In contrast to the
German example, and rebutting a major counter perspective at law, it is proposed
that merely saying ‘sorry’ to First Nations Australians has had little practical effect
in providing them with redress. Accordingly, it is submitted that apologies serve a
negligible purpose in the development of international or municipal law and/or
providing normative legal consequences in either jurisdiction.

WHAT ROLE DOES APOLOGY PLAY AS A REMEDY?
In New South Wales (an Australian jurisdiction), apology may be legally defined
as ‘...an expression of sympathy or regret, or of a general sense of benevolence or
compassion, in connection with any matter whether or not the apology admits or
implies an admission of fault in connection with the matter’.15 Prue Vines argues
that if an apology is tendered to an aggrieved person or persons, they are less
likely to engage in litigation.16 Generally, therefore, the normative (measurable or
evaluative) consequence of apologies is that once an apology has been given,
nothing more needs to be done, even if something more ‘ought’ to be done.17 As a
matter of evidentiary value, this appears to be the principle upon which the
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Australian government has relied since its apology in 2008, after which little of
real value has been delivered either in terms of compensation or policy reform.

FIRST NATIONS AND THE EFFICACY, OR OTHERWISE,
OF APOLOGIES
Notwithstanding the popular rise of the political apology, many First Nations’
people have refused to accept apologies, viewing them as governmental publicity
opportunities.18 For example, the leading Canadian First Nations Grand Chief
refused to join visiting British Royalty at a symbolic event at which an apology
was to be offered. The Grand Chief, leader of 115 Canadian First Nation tribes,
described the event as an ‘empty-gesture’ ceremony.19 In denouncing this symbolic
event, the Chief opined, ‘[w]ith the deepening poverty of our communities, remembering the murdered First Nations women, girls and the ongoing negligence of
First Nations child welfare policies across this country, in good conscience, I
cannot participate in [this] ... ceremony’.20
It is apparent that the Supreme Court of Canada, in line with the Grand Chief’s
statement, equally does not support empty gestures, as it has recognised native
title (known as Aboriginal Title in Canada) in a series of cases.21 However, in
support of the requirement for compensation rather than empty gestures, in Haida
Nation v Minister of Forests,22 the Canadian Supreme Court went further than the
issue of land rights by recognising that there was indeed a broader Crown
obligation to First Nations people; the ruling acknowledging that the obligation is
sometimes perceived to be a generalised overarching fiduciary one.23 A reasonable
reading of several other Canadian legal authorities indicates that the fiduciary
obligation to act honourably towards Indigenous peoples, while unconventional,
supports the central argument in this article by creating a requirement for far
18
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greater recognition of the rights of dispossessed persons than a mere apology
without any accompanying compensation.24
As already mentioned, several governmental apologies have been made to
First Nation Peoples. For example,
[…] the New Zealand Government has made specific apologies on two different
occasions, the Canadian Government has apologised for its role in the
administration of special residential schools, the United States Government
has apologised for its overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, and the Norwegian
King apologised for his state’s past policies....25
In respect of these apologies, however, it is proposed that, by example, the
apologies made by the New Zealand government would have been relatively
ineffectual had they not been accompanied by the award of NZ $175 million in
fishing rights to the Maori People, resulting from a commercial settlement reached
after the Treaty of Waitangi (Amendment) Act 1985. That Act was paramount in
empowering the Waitangi Tribunal to hear claims of treaty breaches by the Crown
since 1840.26 This ensured that the apology was far more effective than words
alone, as it provided compensation, accounted for community aspirations and
sought to change past harmful policies.

A MORE EFFECTIVE MODEL
Notwithstanding the restoration of some degree of dignity that may be achieved
through an apology, a better form of redress is reflected in that made by various
German Governments to victims of the Holocaust and their families. This is
represented in the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany. The
total global allocations for 2019 from this Tribunal are USD $564 million, and
more than USD $70 billion has been paid in compensation since 1951. Currently,
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this covers in-home care for frail aged persons and monthly pensions.27 Compensation is made to both individuals and organisations that provide food, medicines
and other services to survivors.28 Unlike Australia’s ‘National Apology’, this
German apology meets the major elements required to declare such an apology
legitimate. It is also notable that most of the monies were paid before Germany’s
Chancellor had delivered an apology to the Jewish People in a speech in the Israeli
Knesset in 2018. This signifies that redress is more substantively achieved by the
payment of compensation than through the delivery of an apology in words
alone.29
By comparison, the Australian Government’s apology to First Nations persons
demonstrates how an apology may be politicised, and by degree hijacked for the
purposes of a political agenda, especially when it does not accompany any offer of
compensation.30 In such circumstances there is no reason to believe that the
apology is anything but an empty gesture. This is borne out in the Australian
case by the many failures to deliver meaningful improvement in First Nations
people’s circumstances through effective engagement and/or policy initiatives.31
Consequently, such an apology does not reach the threshold of an effective remedy
at law. It follows that, if an apology is not given in unqualified terms and backed
by material compensation that provides a practical remedy, it is ineffective.
Lending support to this proposition, Gary Foley wrote at the time of the Rudd
government’s apology in Australia,
[t]he only thing that apologies do as far as I can see, is at the very most…
[make admission of] a wrongdoing. Which gives minimal comfort to the
wronged. Unless it’s accompanied by some sort of meaningful form of
compensation or reparations for past wrongs that have been committed, then it
is a farce.32
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Foley’s position also accords with Organick’s view that an apology must
contain the elements mentioned earlier in this article to be legitimate, otherwise it
may be described as a non-apology.33 The ‘Australian non-apology’ was followed
in 2017 by the Uluru Statement,34 which called for Constitutional and other forms
of recognition, inclusion and policy change in respect of the circumstances of
Australia’s First Nations Peoples. The rationale for, and drivers of,35 this demand
for more than a mere apology, resolved at a ‘Constitutional Convention’ by elders
and leaders of Australia’s First Nations Peoples, demonstrates that, absent
accompanying compensation, the apology has been ineffective. This supports the
central proposition of this article that apologies alone are ineffective and that they,
without accompanying compensation, ought not create normative consequences at
municipal or international law.

WHY DID THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT APOLOGISE?
Foley argues that apologies often are made to avoid liability, or at least limit
further liability.36 Many apologies are actually made with an express disclaimer
of liability, exemplified by the US case examined below.37 Accordingly, while
they may make good political pageantry, apologies (absent accompanying compensation and frameworks for implementation) are practically ineffective as a remedy.
In the Australian context, Foley argues that the apology to the stolen
generations was something that enabled the ‘Australian people to pat themselves
on the back and delude themselves into thinking that they’d done something
significant for the Aboriginal people, which in fact they [had not]’. He generally
views apologies as a duplicitous means of appeasing consciences, while delivering
little of real value to the aggrieved either domestically or internationally. Apologies,
he argues, give both domestic and international stakeholders further excuse for not
having expressed concern or acted to remediate the circumstances of the aggrieved
parties sooner. This position is echoed in similar terms by Chiara Lawry, who
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remonstrates at the lack of reparations paid to aggrieved First Nations persons in
Australia.38
In support of the above argument, Foley and Lawry use the example of the US
‘apology’ (non-apology according to Organick),39 secreted in s 8113 of the
Department of Defense Appropriations Act 2010 (USA), to demonstrate the
meaninglessness of apologies. This provision acknowledges ‘that there have been
years of official depredations, ill-conceived policies, and the breaking of
covenants... regarding Indian tribes […together with] many instances of violence,
maltreatment, and neglect inflicted on First Nations people by citizens of the
[USA]’.
However, the same provision also contains a disclaimer that it neither
‘authorizes nor supports any claim against the [USA]’ by First Nations persons for
such acts.40 It is submitted that this apology both legislatively deprives the
common law right of First Nations people to justice by excluding liability or
actions for compensation for acknowledged wrong doing, and, additionally, is an
expression of disdain for the First Nations people of the US that undermines the
earlier-stated apology.
Besides the restoration of a modicum of dignity, the International Law
Commission’s Draft Articles on State Responsibility41 declare that, in addition to
payments of compensation for an international wrong, a formal apology may also
be offered as satisfaction. The implication being that, as in the above-mentioned
German case of compensation being paid prior to an apology being offered to the
Jewish People generally and Holocaust victims specifically, the apology ought to
follow the payment of substantive compensation for it to reach the threshold of an
effective remedy at law.
Following this line, George Barrie posits that, pertaining to past wrongs, an
apology can formally ‘set the record straight’ where a political acknowledgement
is needed and serves as a starting point for new government policies, as evidenced
in South Africa post-apartheid.42 Nonetheless, whichever follows which, Barrie
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indicates that there is a need for compensation to accompany apologies for them to
be effective as a remedy at law.43 As detailed below and noted by Organick,44 the
Australian example demonstrates the likelihood that new, aspirational or remedial
policies are often not pursued post-apology. Therefore, on weight of evidence, the
Australian apology, and apologies in general, without accompanying compensation
or policy-responsiveness to First Nations community requests, are ineffective as a
remedy.

THE FIRST NATIONS EXPERIENCE SINCE THE AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT’S APOLOGY
The following examination of Australia’s First Nations incarceration rates provides
a measure of the circumstances of Australia’s First Nations citizens over time, as
well as a comparison to First Nations incarceration rates in other jurisdictions.
This affords some indicia by which the government may be judged, against its
stated aim of improving the circumstances of First Nations Australians.
In 1991, 16 years before the Australian Government’s apology, First Nations
Australians were less than eight times more likely to be imprisoned than the
non-First Nations population. However, five years after the Rudd government’s
apology, on 30 June 2012, Australian prisons held 29,383 inmates.45 First Nations
prisoners, at 27 per cent of that total, represented over 10 times their proportion of
Australia’s overall population.46 Accordingly, the proportion of First Nations
prisoners to the overall population increased by around 30 per cent between 1991
and 2012,47 and 1.9 per cent of the entire Australian First Nations adult population
was imprisoned.48 Thalia Anthony explains that the input of First Nations elders
into the sentencing process during the same period, at least in Australia’s Northern
Territory, was reduced to the point of virtual nonexistence. She proposes that this
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deliberate reduction in culturally disposed justice mechanisms contributed to
increased rates of incarceration.49
Elsewhere, Anthony and co-author Elena Marchetti affirm that First Nations
Canadians are over-represented at a nine times greater rate than the overall
Canadian population, and New Zealand’s Maori Peoples are overrepresented by a
factor of 3.5.50 Compared to these states’ Australia’s First Nations population is
the most over-represented incarcerated group. Exacerbating this issue, the kinds of
innovative approaches to sentencing51 discussed by Kathleen Daly and Marchetti,
published five years after the ‘National Apology’, have not been implemented and
little has been done to create restorative, diversionary paths to ameliorate First
Nations over-representation in Australian prisons.52 This demonstrates that First
Nations Australians are significantly worse off since the apology, as well as being
worse off than many First Nations counterparts in other jurisdictions.

POLICY AND FUNDING DIMENSIONS
Intrinsically connected to the above issue is the failure of the Australian government’s public policy and spending programs, designed to improve the circumstances of First Nations Australians. As a simple calculation, 27 per cent of the
amount spent some eight years ago in Australia’s Northern Territory prisons alone
amounts to over AUD $27.5 million.53 An investment of some part of this sum in
more appropriately targeted early intervention and diversionary programs54 is
likely to have delivered the sort of opportunities that relieve the disadvantages that

49
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Series 27.
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Co 2012) 9.
53
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lead to poor parenting, domestic violence,55 unemployment56 and general poverty.57
These are all factors that contribute to the over-representation of First Nations
persons in the Australian prison system.
In this respect, the Closing the Gap report indicates that the amelioration of
these difficulties necessitates more than a combination of an apology, un-targeted
funding and/or imprisonment.58 Australian First Nations Senator, Patrick Dodson,
proposes that spending without any clear aims will not solve the above problems,
and argues that multi-faceted First Nations inclusion in the polity is required for
the amelioration of their circumstances.59 This together with appropriate
compensation and mechanisms for disbursement are required for a genuine
resolution.
The above cycle of disadvantage and ‘structural violence’60 is congruent with
the arguments expounded by Johan Galtung and later by Don Weatherburn.61
Extending these arguments, Weatherburn argues that ‘[t]he cure for
[disproportionately high First Nations rates of] crime is not a rearrangement of
the economic fabric of society alone’.62 Rather, it will rely on a ‘rearrangement of

55
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the thinking of potential offenders’, disrupting the above cycle by investing in
early intervention. The statistical analysis above demonstrates that a mere apology
has been insufficient to achieve the kinds of early intervention that would have
very likely led to a reduction in the proportion of First Nations persons in
Australian prisons. In Weatherburn’s parlance, this could have been achieved
through a ‘rearrangement’ in the thinking of Australia’s First Nations population,
via appropriate engagement, early intervention and targeted spending.

NATIVE TITLE RIGHTS AS COMPENSATION
In Australia, Native Title rights which might be perceived by some as an extended
form of apology,63 do not, and cannot, constitute compensation. This is because,
unlike in Canada,64 in Australia, they are not a recognised form of property in the
Blackstonian sense. This is despite that compensation can now be awarded for the
extinguishment of Native Title on a case-by-case basis.65 The concept of property
was defined in Milirrpum v Nabalco,66 as including the owner’s ‘... right to exclude
others and the right to alienate’; apropos native title does not give an individual the
right to exclude or alienate others. Furthermore, the Native Title Act 1993 does not
allow an individual to exercise non-commercial rights.67 As such, these features
of Native Title in Australia deny First Nations persons effective compensation. It is
also worthy of note that some researchers also reject treaties as mechanisms for
preserving First Nations rights and access to compensation, arguing that ‘treaties,
deeds of settlement and agreements (or even clear judicial pronouncements) do not
hold secure the rights of First Nations Peoples when such rights remain subject to
the [will] of parliament’.68
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COMMENT

CONCLUSION
In this article it is contended that only measures that help achieve a ‘rearrangement of the thinking’ (raising the dignity, pride, independence and self-belief) in
First Nations people through the payment of effective compensation will aid in the
reduction of the relative disadvantage caused by the damage inflicted by forced
colonial subjugation. The notion that any substantive advantage is delivered
through ceremonies at which apologies alone are delivered by inheritors of a colonial power structure is rejected. Additionally, policies, treaties and settlements that
lack an appropriate framework for implementation, First Nations engagement and
involvement in policy making, even when aimed at providing a better family life
and socio-economic outcomes for First Nations persons, provide insufficient
remedy for those dispossessed by colonialism.
Based on the evidence of the decline in the circumstances of Australia’s First
Nations Peoples, especially when compared to other First Nations Peoples
experiences from outside Australia, it is all but impossible to believe that apologies
proffered without accompanying targeted and substantive compensation packages
will have anything but negligible practical effect. Specifically, in relation to
Australia’s ‘National Apology’, they in fact arguably mislead First Nations and
non-First Nations citizens to the perception that something of practical and legal
value has been delivered by their government when in fact it has not.
Ultimately, because apologies without any accompanying targeted
compensation are ineffective, they should not be regarded as a remedy in municipal
or international law, nor do they create normative consequences in the Australian
(or international) jurisdiction. The question begging is one of great significance for
the Australian political and legal systems, government, electorate and society.
Will Australia’s Heart of Darkness prevail, or will the nation’s conscience prove
Dr Martin Luther King Jr’s dictum that in the long run the arc of history bends
towards justice?
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